USUME is the Universal Resume. When looking for a
position, some people report submitting dozens or even
hundreds of resumes. Many of these are tailored for a
particular company or position. Rather than trying to adapt
continuously to different positions, USUME allows you to
present one resume for every job that you apply for. The
idea is that the more we present ourselves as a unified
whole, the more we reconcile our values with ourselves,
and the happier we will be at work.
Submit one resume. Speak your values.

Technologies and Methods:
React.js, Node, Express.js with GET and POST routes, MySQL, MVC framework, unique API that grabs
that user data from the database (for admin purposes)
Database Overview:
It will start simply.
Users: username, email, password, id
Profile Data: answers to the questions that are on the registration form, foreign id to connect with Users
table
Future Development:
●
●
●

Add individual user profiles that will allow users to update their login information and profile
information
Add an area for employers to fill in company data, and for encouraging employers to have their
employees fill in their own profiles, which will better help pair people for the next step
Add functionality that matches candidates with employers from the companies with which they
are interviewing. This will allow candidates to get a different perspective of the company and
hopefully a more open one.

What I Will Present:
A homepage, login page, and registration page that will be built on React. All of the information will be
passed to Express and stored inside of the MySQL database. On the homepage, I will have information
about the application. On the registration page, I will have the form that the users will fill out. On the login
page, I will allow users to log in and then show that the information that they submitted when they first
registered.

